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A confounding factor in these arguments is that 
witnesses may provide inaccurate information for a 
variety of reasons. Some witnesses may be intentionally 
deceitful, have an incorrect perception of the events, 
incorrectly recall the events, or unclearly communicate 
those events to an investigator. In any of these cases, 
the statements of the witness, whether intentionally or 
otherwise, may hurt the ongoing investigation. 

In light of these arguments, an investigator choosing 
to use witness statements must assess the relevance 
and reliability of that witness.  The information can be 
compared to other aspects of the witness statement, 
comparing information to other witness information, 
comparing information to physical evidence, and 
comparing information with fire science principles.  
Here, the accuracy of witness statements was 
assessed using a controlled experiment.

THE EXPERIMENT

In 2016, the New England Arson Seminar (NEAS) 
staged a fire event on the campus of Saint Anselm 

College with the intention of collecting statements 
from a variety of participants with the ability to have 
a broader discussion about the ability of witnesses, 
including trained investigators, to recall details of 
potential relevance to an ongoing investigation.  In 
this exercise, participants were told they would be 
witnessing an event, but were not told the purpose.  
Generally, a late 1990’s black GMC Jimmy with a 
Pennsylvania license plate was vandalized and set on 
fire by two white males who arrived at the scene in a 
mid-2010’s black Jeep Cherokee with a New Hampshire 
license plate.  After the suspects left the scene in 
the Jeep, a witness arrives to call for help.  The fire 
department arrived and the fire is under control minutes 
later.  The entire scene lasted approximately 9 minutes.

Participants were arranged in four different vantage 
points (A, B, C, D) each between 110 and 125 ft from 
the target vehicle, as shown in Figure 1.  Groups 
contained an assortment of occupations, educational 
levels, and genders.  A video from each vantage point 
was recorded to serve as a reference.  

Figure 1a. Vantage points A, B, C, and D. The target 
vehicle was located at the gold star.

continued on page 22
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of Witness Statements  
in the Science of  
Fire Investigation

Exploring the Relevance and Reliability

ABSTRACT

Information provided by witnesses is regularly used in the analysis of fire events to 
determine origin, cause, and cause classification; however, there is often dispute over the 
“scientific” value of this information.  A “witness experiment” was conducted at the 2016 
New England Arson Seminar.  During this training, 77 observers watched a staged fire 
incident and responded to a questionnaire on their observations without prior knowledge 
of the event.  The questionnaire was analyzed for trends to explore the boundaries of what 
witness information is appropriate and relevant for consideration by the investigator and 
how to assess reliability of information provided by witnesses. 
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INTRODUCTION

The role of witness statements in an ongoing fire investigation has been contentious for 

many years. Many have argued that witness statements do not add information to physical 

evidence found at a scene, and are therefore unnecessary or at worst may introduce bias to 

the investigation. [1] Others have suggested that using witness statements can inform the 

investigator of potential sources of evidence and lines of thinking that may not be apparent 

by using the physical evidence alone. [2] While NFPA 921 mentions the subject briefly [3] the 

courts have often been more direct.  In an opinion from the Supreme Court of the State of 

the New Hampshire in the case of the State of New Hampshire v. David McLeod, “The Court 

recognizes that fire investigators not only may, but must, in the course of a fire investigation, 

gather, weigh, and rely on witness statements.  Both NFPA 921 and common sense dictate 

that such reliance is as necessary as it is justified.” [4]  
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health & safety Committee Update

Providing the latest in fire investigator health and safety information to our members

Welcome to the Health and Safety Committee’s new page!  

Going forward we will have a page in each issue dedicated to updating our members 

with the latest information on this important subject.

The committee’s purpose is 

to promote fire investigator 

health and safety knowledge, 

awareness, discussion, and 

action among members of 

the IAAI, its chapters, and the 

fire investigation community 

in general. The committee 

is comprised of 10 fire 

investigators representing 

the public and private sectors 

and is supported by a five-

member advisory panel of 

subject matter experts. 

An important step in our 

work occurred when the IAAI 

Board of Directors issued the 

resolution shown on the right 

supporting the committee’s 

efforts and a culture change 

initiative regarding better fire 

investigator health and safety. 

Please take a moment to read 

this important message. 

Now that the first edition of 

the best practices white paper 

has been published, one of 

our primary focus points for 

2019 is starting the process 

of working with the many fire 

investigator training entities to 

incorporate our best practices 

white paper into their curriculum to help foster the culture change we need. 

You can view our resource documents at https://www.firearson.com/Publications-

Resources/Fire-Investigation-Resources/Health-Safety.aspx 

Health and Safety training for chapters and other fire investigation groups is available in 

two- or three-hour or customized blocks of instruction. Contact iaai-safety@firearson.

com for further information. Congratulations to these chapters that have already 

provided or scheduled this important training for their members: FL, NC, SC, NJ, TN 

and OR. We will also be presenting at this year’s ITC and at the South Atlantic Fire 

Rescue Expo (SAFRE) in Raleigh, NC in August.

Jeff Pauley,  

IAAI-CFI, CFEI,  

MIFireE, Chair, 

Health & Safety 

Committee
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Leadership in the fire investigation scene
By R. Rullan

The fire investigation scene can be a complex, multi-discipline event that requires careful 
coordination and strong leadership. The fire investigator tasked with leading a 
fire investigation must be confident enough in their skills to be able to 
display a strong command presence and be an effective leader 
on the fire ground. Strong relationships are also necessary.

A fire investigator must develop strong relationships 
with peers, management, community leaders, and other 
individuals who may be involved in any capacity in a fire 
investigation. The fruits of these relationships include 
the ability to work together and achieve for each other, 
prior to the fire event. The time of the emergency 
is not the time to sit and discuss protocols, 
philosophies, and standards of performance. 
The time of the event is time for effective 
action. A strong leader will know the team’s 
abilities, shortcomings, and needs. This 
leader will create synergy, allowing for a 
product that reflects the collective, and 
produces a thorough, safe, and efficient 
fire investigation.

The fire investigator must continually 
work on their leadership skills as one 
might as an investigator or firefighter on 
the floor. A complex fire scene is usually 
commanded by a ranking officer, and 
the fire investigator must have the skills 
necessary to effectively lead the officer, 
based on the needs of the scene and 
the needs of the investigation, so that 
all may work together and achieve the 
overall goals of the organization.

Make no mistake about it; a fire 
investigator must be a leader in the 
fire scene. This leadership must not be 
position based; it must be developed and 
honed. While the investigator is a leader 
on the fire scene, there is no shortcut for 
earning respect. The work must be done, 
slowly, methodically and with purpose. The 
work begins the day one decides to be a 
productive part of the fire investigation team, 
and it doesn’t stop. Leadership is a process 
which requires an ongoing commitment.

If leadership development has not been a part 
of your education, add it to your plan today. Read 
books on the soft skills that leaders must master: 
communication, relationship building, innovation, 
conflict resolution, and any others that you feel are 
necessary to develop the leader within. There are 
many resources online that are available to develop 
your leadership skills. Do not limit yourself to resources 
aimed at the fire services. Leadership skills are not industry 
specific; we all learn from many sources.

Leadership is not a position, it is a process.

OP-ed IAAI welcomes member input - for technical 
review or non-technical consideration

Photo Credit: Shutterstock

global member news
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